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This paper introduces the parachutes that have been drop tested in support of the Ares I
first stage deceleration system development. The results of the tests show that the reefing
ratios for these quarter spherical ribbon parachutes provide the same reefed drag area as
historical conical ribbon parachutes. Two sources are investigated for properly normalizing
the parachutes relative to their suspension line length, and one is found to be superior.
Nomenclature
D	 = nominal diameter of the parachute
Le	 = equivalent length of a suspension system
I. Introduction
HE Ares I first stage deceleration system is being baselined with quarter spherical continuous ribbon
parachutes. The Ares I Program is part of the Constellation Program, which has among its many goals, the
return of man to the moon. To this point, reliable infornniation on the reefing of quarter spherical ribbon parachutes
has been difficult to find. One goal of the Ares I parachute drop test program is to identify an empirical relationship
between reefing line length and drag area ratio for the Ares I quarter spherical ribbon parachutes.
Knacke defines the reefing ratio as the ratio of the diameter of the circle that the reefing line in an inflated
canopy forms to the nominal diameter. The drag area ratio is defined as the ratio of the reefed drag area to the full
open drag area. Often in parachute design, these values are plotted against each other to produce an empirical curve
used for reefing line length selection.
One of the oldest and most well known sources of reefing line curves is Figure 5-71 of Knacke's Parachute
Recovery Systems Design Manual. Originally published in Ref. 2, Knacke presents data from various sources that
reported on flat circular and conical ribbon parachutes, as well as many other shaped solid, ring slot, extended skirt,
and ring sail parachutes. Data for conical ribbon parachutes are also available from heritage programs such as the
Space Shuttle Program (SSP) Solid Rocket Booster (SRB).
Problems can arise when comparing data among various parachutes if proper care is not taken to normalize the
dimensions and drag areas of the parachutes. W1ien SRB reefing ratios were compared to the literature and used in
the original predictions for Ares I reefing line lengths, the reefed drag areas did not match up with the published
curves. Further investigations showed that the suspension line length was not normalized with the best available
data.
The purpose of this paper is to introduce the Ares I developmental parachutes and to compare Ares I quarter
spherical ribbon parachute reefing ratio data with conical ribbon parachute data in the literature. Techniques for
normalizing parachute reefing data before comparing them to published values are reviewed. The results of Ares I
drop tests show that for a variety of canopy sizes and porosities, quarter spherical parachutes tend to agree with the
reefing line curve of historical conical ribbon parachutes. State-of-the-art data acquisition hardware also improves
the quality of the data, confirming  the reliability of historical information for use in future parachute design.
II. Ares I Test Parachutes
The Ares I first stage deceleration system consists of a pilot.. a drogue, and a cluster of three main parachutes,
which are configured in a similar manner to the SSP SRB parachutes. In Ares I flight, the pilot parachute will be
permanently reefed to near frill open. The drogue will have three reefing stages prior to full open, beginning with a
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Table 1. Reefing Ratios in Ares I Drop Tests to Date.
Drop Test
Reefing
Pifot
ist Stage
Drogue
2nd Stage
Drogue
3rd Stage
Drogue
lst Stage
Main
2nd Stage
Main
Pilot Drop Test 41 76.6% x x x x x
Pilot Drop Test#2 84.1% x x x x x
Pilot Drop Test #3R 98.b% x x x x x
Main Drop Test#1 x x x x 19.7% 31.2%
Main Drop Test 42 x x x x 25.1/0 46.7%
Drogue Drop Test #1 100% 39.3% 59.4% 73.3% 19.8% 1	 39.2%
first stage reefing ratio near 40% of full open drag area, then proceeding to 60%, 80% and full open drag area. The
main parachute cluster will have two reefing stages prior to full open with a first stage reefing ratio approximately
20%, and a second stage near 40% of frill open cluster drag area.
The Ares I pilot and drogue parachutes have geometric porosities of approximately 19.5% and nominal
diameters of 11.5 feet and 68 feet, respectively. The Ares I main parachute tested here has a geometric porosity of
11.5% and a nominal diameter of 150 feet. In future tests it will have an increased porosity of 15.0%. All three
parachutes are of Kevlar construction (nylon is used in the horizontal ribbons and nonstructural members) and
utilize vent hoops instead of vent bands to react radial loads at the apex of the canopy. Vent hoops have previously
been used in the drogue parachute for the NASA X-38 vehicle, and have been documented in Ref. 4.
As part of the Ares I first stage development, there have been three pilot, two drogue, and two main parachute
drop tests at the time of this document. The remaining tests include two main parachute cluster tests, and a design
load and overload test of each parachute. In the three completed pilot parachute specific tests as well as in support of
the drogue parachute tests, the pilot parachute has been tested with reefing ratios of 75% to 98% of full open drag
area. In the pilot specific tests ; the parachutes were disreefed in flight in order to obtain the appropriate full open
drag area for each specific test. Only two pilot parachutes have been manufactured and used in this testing, reducing
the variation in drag area measurements due to variations such as those in fabrication.
The two drogue parachute tests investigated reeling ratios between 35% and 70% of full open drag area. In each
drogue test, reefed drag area data was gathered for the pilot and main parachutes as well. To date, only one drogue
parachute has been manufactured for drop testing. However, in the second drop test, the drogue parachute was
modified slightly to include additional fiillness near the vent. No change in drag area was observed.
The main parachutes have been tested individually in two main parachute specific tests and on the drogue
parachute tests with reefing ratios spanning from approximately 20% to 40% of full open drag area. One main
parachute has been fabricated for use in the test program thus far, which guarantees that scatter in the data is not due
to variations in manufacturing.
An overall sununary of the parachutes and their tested reefing ratios is shown in Table 1.
III. Reefing Ratio
Development
Before comparing the
Ares I parachute reefing
performance data to the
literature, it must be
normalized to the information
in the literature. An effective
reefing line length, an as-
built nominal diameter. and
an effective suspension line
length must all be deternined. The effective suspension line length is compared to empirical data in the literature to
normalize the full open drag area, and the resulting drag area verses reefing ratio curve can be compared to
published data.
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The Ares I main and drogue
parachutes use reefing rings	 OneHalf
mounted below the skirt. In order	 Increased
to ensure accurate comparison 	 Effective
with	 the	 literature,	 the Skirt Band ---	 Diameter
manufactured length of the
reefing line must be corrected for
the local geometry of the
parachute. When an Ares I
canopy is inflated, the diameter	 Suspension Line
of the effective reefing line is in	 -
effect larger than the fabricated 	 Reefing Ring
reefing line. The effective
reefing line is equivalent to a
reefing line that is sewn to the
skirt of the canopy (see Fig. 1). 	
a)	 b)th
e reefing ratios to the literature,order to accurately compare Figure 1. Schematic (a) and photo (b) of drogue parachute reefing tineth
the equivalent, or effective, configuration.
diameter of the reefin g line must
be used.
The nominal diameter of the parachute is corrected as well because the reeling ratio is defined using the nonunal
diameter of the parachute. Sewing take-up and drawing tolerances may change the diameter of the parachute. In
order to correct for this, the parachute radial is measured from the vent to the skirt, and the variance in constructed
length is used to correct the nominal diameter.
Similarly.. the effective length of the suspension lines is determined. The lengths of the suspension lines are
extrapolated past the deck fittings or confluence to a point at which the suspension lines would converge (see Fig.
2). This extrapolated length is used to
normalize the full open drag area of the
parachute for use in determining the drag
area ratio.
The reason the suspension lines must be
normalized is as follows. When suspension
line length increases, the suspension hues
become more parallel. This in turn
diminishes the inboard force at the skirt of
the canopy. As a result, the diameter of the
skirt is allowed to expand firther, increasing
the full open drag area of the parachute. For
this reason, several sources have developed
empirical curves scaling the full open drag	 LP
area of a parachute with a given suspension
line length to an equivalent parachute with	 e.
suspension lines equal in effective length to
the nominal diameter of the parachute (Le1D
In drop testing, the pilot parachute has an
effective suspension line to nominal
diameter ratio of 1.70. The effective length	 ^a
of the drogue suspension lines is 1.74 times 	 . -
the nominalnominal diameter of the drogue
parachute, and the effective length of the
main suspension system is 1.49 (in the
drogue tests) and 1.46 (in the main tests) Figure 2. The Ares I main parachute risers converge to a
times the nominal diameter of the main confluence, but the effective length, L,, of the suspension system
parachute.	 extends into the vehicle.
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Knacke	 has	 presented	 a
normalization curve in Ref. 1. Wolf
provides a curve as well in Ref. 5,
which is reproduced in Fig. 3. There is
'-	 • 10" a large difference between the two
n i5w sources, so both sources were
"	 za	 investigated. When the Knacke curveA.
was used, the quarter spherical
x zs% parachutes appear to lie on a different
Ht	 drag area ratio vs. reefing ratio curve
#F — ^ I I I
	a ^	
than the conical ribbon parachutes.
The use of the Wolf curve to
nonnalize against the suspension line
1	 1.2	 1.4	 1.6	 1.8	 2	 length to nomuial diameter ratio,
Ratio of Effective Suspension Line Length to Nominal	 results in a much better agreement
Diameter	 between the Ares I test reefing data
Figure 3. Variation of drag coefficient with suspension line length for and 	 historical	 charts.	 When
various geometric porosity conical parachutes'.
	
	
nonnalized with the Wolf curve, the
data can be plotted directly u1 line with
those published by Knacke. The Knacke curve results in a reefing ratio curve that is below the published values.
Figure 4 shows the Ares I drop test reefing values plotted alongside conical ribbon data from Knacke. The 2nd
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Figure 4. Ares I drop test drag area ratio verses reefing ratio plotted among Knacke' conical ribbon
data
order polynomial trendline was added by the author and fit to the Knacke data only. The values fit well, although
there is much dispersion in the data even without the scatter due to variations in parachute manufacturing and with
more modern measurement instrumentation. The main parachute values are slightly low, but this may be due, in
part.. to uncertainties in the full open drag when the main was unstable.
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1V. Conclusion
The results of Ares I drop tests show that quarter spherical parachutes agree with the reefing line curve of
historical conical ribbon parachutes. It shows that the proper suspension line normalization is important and that the
data from Wolf' appears to be the most correct. Furthermore, this data covers a variety of ribbon parachutes. It
shows that variations in canopy shape, nominal diameter, acid porosity cause little if any variation in the reefing
curve.
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